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Abstract		

H+	modulated	 charge-transfer	 in	 photoexcited	 covalent	 polyoxometalate-bodipy	 conjugates	 is	 described.	

The	 hybrid	 organic/inorganic	 molecular	 photoactive	 dyads	 are	 based	 on	 Keggin-type	 polyoxometalates	

(POMs,	where	 KM	 =	 [PM11O39]	 and	M	=	Mo	or	W)	 covalently	 grafted	 via	 an	 organotin	 linker	 to	 a	 bodipy	

(BOD)	photosensitizer.	The	relative	potentials	of	the	photosensitizer	and	POM	are	aligned	such	that	 light-

induced	 electron	 transfer	 from	BOD	 to	 POM	 is	 permitted	 for	 the	 polyoxomolybdate	KMo
Sn[BOD]	 but	 not	

effective	for	the	polyoxotungstate	analogue	KW
Sn[BOD].	In	both	cases,	the	addition	of	acid	shifts	the	redox	

potential	 of	 the	 POM	 only,	 to	 increase	 the	 driving	 force	 for	 electron	 transfer.	 This	 leads	 to	 charge-

separation	 being	 switched	 on	 for	KW
Sn[BOD]	 in	 the	 presence	 of	 acid.	 The	 addition	 of	 acid	 to	K

Mo
Sn[BOD]	

accelerates	 charge-separation	 by	 an	 order	 of	magnitude	 (from	2	 ns	 to	 200	 ps)	 and	 is	 accompanied	 by	 a	

deceleration	 of	 charge	 recombination,	 leading	 to	 a	 charge-separated	 state	 lifetime	 of	 up	 to	 1.3	 µs.	 This	

behaviour	 is	 consistent	 with	 proton	 coupled	 electron	 transfer,	 which	 has	 previously	 been	 observed	

electrochemically	 for	 POMs,	 but	 this	 study	 shows,	 for	 the	 first	 time,	 the	 impact	 of	 protonation	 on	

photoinduced	electron	transfers.	

	

Introduction	

	

Combined	transfer	of	protons	and	electrons	is	key	to	energy	conversion	and	storage,	from	photosynthesis	

to	fuel	cells.1-4	Proton-coupled	electron	transfer	(PCET)	 is	well	known	in	photosystem	II,	which	consumes,	

globally,	four	electrons	and	four	protons	in	the	water	oxidation	process.	Investigation	of	PCET	in	biological	

and	molecular	 model	 systems	 provides	 the	 basis	 of	 a	 general	 understanding	 of	 PCET	 processes.5	While	

molecular	 PCET	 reactions	 have	 been	 thoroughly	 investigated	 by	 electrochemical	 approaches,	 PCET	
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reactions	of	electronically	excited	molecules	have	been	explored	 somewhat	 less.6	Most	photoactive,	bio-

inspired,	PCET	dyad	systems	contain	a	phenolic	unit	as	a	proton/electron	donor	(mimicking	the	Tyrosine-Z	

of	 the	Photosystem	 II,	which	plays	 a	 key	 role	 in	 the	electron	 transport	 chain)	 and	a	 light	harvesting	unit	

acting	 as	 an	 electron	 acceptor.2-4	 By	 contrast,	 photoactive	 covalent	 dyads	 leading	 to	 photoinduced	 PCET	

oxidation	of	the	photosensitizer	have	received	much	less	attention.7	This	drove	us	to	study	the	behaviour	of	

photosensitized	polyoxometalate	(POM)-based	dyads	(nanosized	polyanionic	molecular	metal-oxo	clusters)	

since	 POMs	have	well-known	proton/electron	 reservoir	 properties.8,	 9	 The	 redox	 properties	 of	 POMs	 are	

modified	substantially	in	the	presence	of	protons,	as	a	consequence	of	counter-cation	exchange	and	proton	

assistance	in	the	reduction	processes.	Furthermore,	the	basicity	of	POMs	substantially	increases	upon	their	

reduction.10-12	Consequently	these	systems	perform	PCET	in	the	presence	of	an	acid	source.	

	

POMs	have	been	used	extensively	 in	various	photoredox	reactions;	however	they	typically	absorb	 light	 in	

the	UV	region	and,	therefore,	require	a	molecular	photosensitizer.13-16	Modular	POM-based	hybrid	systems,	

in	which	 the	polyoxometalate	 framework	 is	 covalently	bound	 to	a	photosensitizer,	offer	opportunities	 to	

finely	 control	 charge-transfer	 through	 the	 tuneability	 of	 the	 electronic	 properties	 of	 the	 photosensitizer,	

bridge	and	POM	subunits.13-15,	 17-20	 Izzet,	Artero	and	coll.	showed	that	 illumination	of	a	hybrid	based	on	Ir	

photosensitizer	 coupled	 to	 a	 Dawson	 polyoxotungstate	 led	 to	 charge	 accumulation	 at	 the	 POM	 and	

hydrogen	evolution	in	the	presence	of	a	proton	source	and	a	sacrificial	electron	donor.	More	recently,	Rau,	

Streb,	 Dietzek	 and	 coll.	 reported	 a	 series	 of	 iridium	 photosensitizer-anderson	 POM	 hybrids	 which	 also	

evolve	H2,	and	the	activity	depends	on	the	central	transition	metal	(Mn,	Fe,	Co)	and	the	type	of	bridge.21,	22	

Precious	metal-free	photosensitizers	such	as	zinc	porphyrin,	perylene,	pyrene	and	boron	dipyrromethene	

(bodipy)	 have	 also	been	applied.13,	 14,	 17,	 23,	 24	 In	 these	 systems,	 charge-transfer	 from	 the	 sensitizer	 to	 the	

POM	 occurs	 either	 through	 space	 or	 through	 the	 bridge,	 depending	 on	 the	 structure.25	 In	 bodipy	

photosensitized	POM	conjugates,	we	previously	showed	that	the	occurrence	and	kinetics	of	photoinduced	

electron	transfer	was	strongly	dependant	on	the	redox	properties	of	both	POM	and	the	bodipy	sensitizer.	

Notably	the	hybrid	displaying	the	best	electron	accepting	properties	(i.e.	organosilyl	POM	derivatives)	 led	

to	very	rapid	(50	ps)	charge	injection	upon	the	excitation	of	the	photosensitizer	unit.14,	18,	23	

	

This	 new	 study	 focuses	 on	 two	 new	 Keggin	 organotin-bodipy	 (BOD)	 dyads,	 KW
Sn[BOD]	 and	 K

Mo
Sn[BOD].	

Keggin	 organotin	 derivatives	 display	 higher	 negative	 charge	 and,	 hence,	 are	 weaker	 electron	 acceptors	

compared	 to	 the	Keggin	organosilyl	 derivatives.	Consequently,	 one	would	expect,	 based	on	our	previous	

studies,	 that	 these	 Keggin	 organotin-bodipy	 systems	 would	 be	 slower	 (both	 for	 charge	 separation	 and	

recombination)	 compared	 to	 the	 previous	 organosilyl	 POM-bodipy	 derivative,	 thus	 more	 prone	 to	

significant	modification	upon	the	addition	of	an	acid	source.	
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Results	

Synthesis	

The	 hybrid	 (TBA)4[PW11O39{SnC31H30BF2N2}]	 and	 (TBA)4[PMo11O39{SnC31H30BF2N2}]	 respectively	 named	

KW
Sn[BOD]	 and	 K

Mo
Sn[BOD]	 are	 isocharge	 and	 isostructural	 (Scheme	 1).	 They	 contain	 one	 bodipy	 unit	

connected	to	the	mono-lacunary	site	of	a	Keggin	([PM11O39]
7-)	polyoxometalate.	They	differ	by	the	nature	of	

the	metallic	 atom	 addenda	 of	 the	 POM	 (tungsten	 vs	molybdenum).	 The	main	 difference	 between	 both	

hybrids	lies	in	their	redox	properties.	The	polyoxomolybdate	is	easier	to	reduce	than	the	polyoxotungstate	

analogue	 (reduction	 potentials	 are	 shifted	 by	 ca.	 +	 0.5	 V).	 Furthermore,	 polyoxomolybdates	 are	 more	

sensitive	to	the	addition	of	an	acid	source	due	to	the	higher	basicity	of	their	reduced	forms	compared	to	

polyoxotungstates.10	The	synthesis	of	the	POM-bodipy	hybrids	was	performed	 in	one	step	from	the	 iodo-

aryl	 terminated	 POM-based	 platform	 (named	 KW
Sn[I]	 and	 K

Mo
Sn[I]),	 by	 adapting	 our	 previously	 reported	

procedure	 involving	 a	 Sonogashira	 cross-coupling	 reaction.26	 The	 hybrids	 were	 isolated	 as	 tetrabutyl	

ammonium	 (TBA)	 salts	 in	 good	 yield	 and	 characterized	 by	 multinuclear	 NMR	 spectroscopy,	 mass	

spectrometry,	elemental	analyses	and	FTIR	spectroscopy	(Figures	S1-S4).	

	

Scheme	 1.	 Molecular	 schemes	 for	 the	 POM-bodipy	 conjugates	 described	 in	 this	 study	 (KW
Sn[BOD],	

KMo
Sn[BOD]),	the	bodipy	reference	compound	BOD-TMS	and	the	iodoaryl-terminated	POM-based	platforms	

(KW
Sn[I],	K

Mo
Sn[I]).	Color	code:	WO6	octahedra,	blue;	MoO6	octahedra,	orange;	PO4	tetrahedra,	green.		

	

Optical	and	electrochemical	properties	

The	 redox	 properties	 of	 the	 POM-bodipy	 dyads,	 their	 related	 POM	 hybrids	 and	 bodipy	 references	were	

investigated	 by	 cyclic	 voltammetry	 in	 deoxygenated	 acetonitrile	 (MeCN)	 with	 tetrabutylammonium	

hexafluorophosphate	(TBAPF6)	as	the	supporting	electrolyte	 in	a	standard	three-electrode	cell,	composed	

of	 a	 glassy	 carbon	 working	 electrode,	 a	 platinum	 counter	 electrode,	 and	 a	 saturated	 calomel	 reference	

electrode	(SCE)	(Fig.	1	and	S5-S6	and	Table	1).	Surprisingly,	though	at	a	comparable	potential,	the	oxidation	

processes	of	KW
Sn[BOD]	and	K

Mo
Sn[BOD]	are	irreversible	while	that	of	BOD-TMS	and	that	of	the	previously	

reported	organosilyl	POM-bodipy	are	reversible.	Yet,	as	expected,	at	negative	applied	potentials,	the	redox	

properties	 of	 KW
Sn[BOD]	 and	 K

Mo
Sn[BOD]	 are	 very	 close	 to	 those	 of	 the	 reference	 compounds	 KW

Sn[I],	
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KMo
Sn[I]	 and	 BOD-TMS,	which	 is	 consistent	with	 our	 previously	 reported	 POM	 hybrids.14,	 27	 At	 negative	

potentials,	 KW
Sn[BOD]	 displays	 three	 quasi-reversible	 monoelectronic	 processes.	 The	 first	 and	 the	 third	

processes	are	attributed	to	the	reduction	of	the	POM	framework	while	the	second	process	corresponds	to	

the	 reduction	of	 the	bodipy	unit.	 In	 the	cyclic	 voltammetry	of	KMo
Sn[BOD],	 the	 features	are	 slightly	more	

complex	due	 to	 the	 richer	 redox	behaviour	of	 the	polyoxomolybdate	 framework	 relative	 to	 its	 tungstate	

analogue.	Five	reduction	processes	are	present,	the	first	three	are	monoelectronic	reductions	of	the	POM	

framework	(one	quasi	reversible	followed	by	two	non-reversible	processes),	followed	by	a	quasi-reversible	

process	at	 -1.21	V	vs	 SCE	attributed	to	 the	overlapping	one-electron	reductions	of	 the	bodipy	and	of	 the	

three-electron	reduced	POM.		

	

Figure	1.	Cyclic	voltammograms	of	KW
Sn[BOD]	(black	curve,	top	panel,	scan	rate	20	mV	s-1)	and	KMo

Sn[BOD]	

(black	curve,	lower	panel,	scan	rate	10	mV	s-1)	1	mM	in	MeCN	containing	0.1	M	TBAPF6	solutions	and	after	

the	addition	of	30	(red),	60	(orange),	100	(green),	200	(purple)	and	500	(blue)	equiv.	of	trifluoroacetic	acid	

(TFA)	;	working	electrode,	glassy	carbon;	reference	electrode,	SCE.		

	

Table	1.	Half-wave	potential	(vs	SCE,	in	V)	and	peak-to-peak	separation	(mV)	of	the	redox	processes	for	the	reported	

hybrids	and	reference	compounds	in	acetonitrile	containing	0.1	M	TBAPF6.	In	the	case	of	an	irreversible	process,	the	

potential	is	not	given.	

Compound	 [BOD]+	/	[BOD]	 [BOD]	/	[BOD]-		 POM	/	POM+1e	 POM+1e	/	POM+2e	

BOD-TMS	 1.02	(80)	 -1.20	(70)	 	 	

KW
Sn[I]	 	 	 -0.99	(70)	 -1.46	(70)	

KW
Sn[BOD]	 Irr	 -1.19	(70)	 -0.99	(70)	 -1.44	(70)	

KMo
Sn[I]	 	 	 -0.47	(90)	 -0.90	(irr)	

KMo
Sn[BOD]	 Irr		 -1.21	(70)	 -0.48	(90)	 -0.95	(irr)	
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The	 successive	 addition	 of	 trifluoroacetic	 acid	 (TFA,	 pKa	 (MeCN)	 =	12.65,	 pKauto(MeCN)	 >	33)
28	 up	 to	 500	

equiv.)	to	a	solution	of	KW
Sn[BOD]	leads	to	a	steady,	positive	shift	of	the	reduction	potentials	as	well	as	an	

increase	 in	 intensity	 due	 to	 multi-electron	 redox	 processes	 (Fig.	 1,	 top).	 Two	 reversible	 waves	

corresponding	 to	 bielectronic	 reductions	 of	 the	 POM	 were	 observed,	 followed	 by	 the	 electrocatalytic	

reduction	 of	 the	 protons.	 This	 behaviour,	 is	 the	 same	 as	 that	 of	 organotin	 Keggin-type	 hybrids	 in	 the	

presence	of	TFA:27	upon	addition	of	an	acid	the	second	one-electron	wave	progressively	overlap	with	the	

first	one-electron	wave	owing	to	the	protonation	of	the	reduced	forms	and	the	higher	basicity	of	the	two-

electron	 reduced	 species	 than	 that	 of	 the	 one-electron	 reduced	 species,	 in	 agreement	with	 the	 classical	

behaviour	 of	 Kegging-type	 polyoxotungstates	 and	 polyoxomolybdates	 in	 acidified	 solvents.10-12,	 29,	 30	

Consequently,	only	the	potential	for	the	for	the	reversible	simultaneous	bielectronic	processes	(which	does	

not	 correspond	 exactly	 to	 the	one-electron	 redox	 potential)	 can	 be	 determined.	 The	 values	 are	 listed	 in	

Table	2.	

	

The	effect	of	 the	protonation	of	KMo
Sn[BOD]	was	also	 investigated,	but	 ill-defined	 signals	were	observed.	

The	 best	 resolved	 waves	 were	 obtained	 at	 a	 scan	 rate	 of	 10	 mV	 s–1,	 revealing	 two	 closely-positioned	

bielectronic	 reduction	 processes,	 followed	 by	 a	 quasi-reversible	 bielectronic	 reduction	 of	 the	 POM.	We	

previously	 showed	 that	 the	 organic	 and	 inorganic	 moieties	 in	 these	 hybrids	 are	 electronically	

decoupled.16,24,27	 Consequently,	 we	 studied	 the	 behaviour	 of	 the	 parent	 polyoxomolybdate	 KMo
Sn[I]	 as	 a	

model	system	to	evaluate	the	redox	potential	of	the	polyoxomolybdate	core	upon	the	addition	of	TFA.	With	

KMo
Sn[I]	we	could	observe	up	 to	5	 reversible	bielectronic	processes	 (Fig.	S6).	Control	over	 the	quantity	of	

added	protons	thus	allows	the	first	reduction	potential	of	the	POM	to	be	tuned	within	a	potential	window	

of	–0.99	V	to	–0.29	V	vs.	SCE	and	–0.48	to	0.51	V	vs.	SCE	for	KW
Sn[BOD]	and	K

Mo
Sn[I],	respectively.		

	

Table	2.	Half-wave	potentials	(V	vs.	SCE)	and	peak-to-peak	separation	(mV)a	of	KW
Sn[BOD]	and	K

Mo
Sn[I]	(reference	

compound	of	KMo
Sn[BOD])	1	mM	in	MeCN	upon	the	addition	of	TFA. 

a	The	peak-to-peak	separation	is	only	given	when	the	peaks	were	clearly	resolved.	n.c.:	non-calculable.	

TFA	(eq.	/	POM)	
KW

Sn[BOD]
	 KMo

Sn[I]	

E1/2,1	 E1/2,2	 E1/2,1	 E1/2,2	

30	 -0.50	(n.c.)	 -0.64	(n.c.)	 0.28	(n.c.)	 0.20	(n.c.)	

60	 -0.45	(n.c.)	 -0.61	(n.c.)	 0.32(n.c.)	 0.25	(n.c.)	

100	 -0.41	(100)	 -0.57	(60)	 0.36	(n.c.)	 0.28	(n.c.)	

200	 -0.36	(95)	 -0.51	(65)	 0.42	(80)	 0.33	(60)	

500	 -0.29(70)	 -0.42(65)	 0.51	(65)	 0.40	(60)	
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The	electronic	absorption	spectra	 for	bodipy	reference	compounds	and	POM–bodipy	hybrids	dissolved	 in	

MeCN	are	shown	in	Fig.	2.	In	the	visible	range,	the	absorption	spectra	of	the	hybrids	are	dominated	by	the	

bodipy	 absorption	 since	 the	 POM	 itself	 only	 absorbs	 in	 the	 UV	 part.	 The	 absorption	 profiles	 show	 the	

typical	bodipy-centred	S0–S1	absorption	with	a	maximum	at	523	nm	in	both	hybrids	and	the	BOD-TMS.	The	

absence	of	a	shift	in	absorption	maximum	between	the	BOD-TMS	and	the	hybrids	indicates	that	there	is	no	

apparent	electronic	coupling	between	the	chromophore	and	the	electron	acceptor	in	the	ground	state.	This	

is	consistent	with	the	related	KW
Si[BOD]	hybrid	that	we	previously	reported	and	corresponds	to	the	classical	

behavior	of	 these	 series	of	 organosilyl	 and	organotin	derivatives	of	 POMs.27	 The	emission	of	 the	hybrids	

displays	 similar	 profiles,	 yet	 with	 different	 relative	 quantum	 yields.	 While	 the	 fluorescence	 intensity	 of	

KW
Sn[BOD]	 is	 close	 to	 that	 of	 BOD-TMS,	 it	 is	 considerably	 less	 intense	 (by	 ca.	 55	 %)	 in	 the	 case	 of	

KMo
Sn[BOD],	suggesting	that	light-induced	charge	transfer	occurs	from	the	bodipy	to	the	KMo

Sn	POM.	While	

the	 addition	 of	 TFA	 on	 BOD-TMS	 (500	 equiv.)	 has	 no	 effect	 on	 its	 fluorescence,	 it	 is	 not	 the	 case	 for	

KW
Sn[BOD]	and	K

Mo
Sn[BOD]	 (Fig.	S7),	 in	which	the	emission	 is	quenched	by	ca.	40%	and	85	%	respectively	

upon	the	addition	of	500	equiv.	TFA	(Table	S1).		

		 	
Figure	 2.	 UV-visible	 absorption	 and	 normalized	 emission	 spectra	 (dashed	 line,	 divided	 by	 the	 emission	

maximum	of	BOD-TMS)	of	KW
Sn[BOD]	 (blue),	K

Mo
Sn[BOD]	 (red)	and	the	bodipy	reference	compound	BOD-

TMS.	

	

Transient	absorption	spectroscopy	in	organic	solvent	

Transient	 absorption	 (TA)	 spectroscopy	was	 performed	 on	 N2-purged	MeCN	 solutions	 of	KW
Sn[BOD]	 and	

KMo
Sn[BOD]	and	the	results	are	displayed	in	Figure	3.	The	shape	(broad	absorption	centred	at	approximately	

440	nm)	and	 lifetime	 (τ	=	4.1	ns)	of	 the	 transient	spectra	 for	KW
Sn[BOD]	are	consistent	with	decay	of	 the	

singlet	excited	state	of	 the	bodipy	 (S1).	The	ground	state	bleach	at	520	nm	 is	accompanied	by	a	negative	

signal	from	stimulated	emission	between	550-700	nm.	The	presence	of	this	single	component	indicates	that	
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the	charge-separated	state	is	not	formed,	which	is	consistent	with	the	electrochemical	data	above.	Indeed,	

the	thermodynamic	driving	force	of	the	electron	transfer	from	the	excited	BOD	unit	to	the	POM	core,	which	

can	be	estimated	from	the	Rehm-Weller	equation,31,	32	is	modest	(ΔGCS	=	–0.35	eV,	E0–0	and	the	electrostatic	

work	term	are	estimated	to	be	2.34	eV	and	0.02	eV	respectively).33	

	

ΔGCS	=	E(BOD/BOD
+)	–	E(POM/POM-)	–	E00	+	wel	

	

In	contrast,	the	transient	spectra	for	KMo
Sn[BOD]	 in	MeCN	(Fig.	3	(b)-(c))	evolve	over	time.	The	first	of	two	

transients	has	the	same	general	shape	for	the	S1	state	as	K
W
Sn[BOD]	in	MeCN,	which	is	consistent	with	the	

formation	of	the	bodipy	excited	state.	This	decays	with	a	lifetime	of	τ1	=	2.2	ns	(Fig.	3	(d))	concurrent	with	

the	formation	of	a	second	transient	centred	at	406	nm,	with	a	clear	 isosbestic	point	at	λ	=	ca.	420	nm.	A	

broad	absorption	extending	from	550	nm	past	900	nm,	also	grows	over	the	same	timescale.	The	shape	and	

position	of	this	second	transient	is	consistent	with	that	of	both	the	oxidised	bodipy	(406	nm)	and	reduced	

POM	(550-900	nm),	which	we	reported	previously.14	This	 is	clear	evidence	for	 the	formation	of	a	charge-

separated	state,	[BOD+–POM(+1e–)].	The	result	for	KMo
Sn[BOD]	is	consistent	with	the	electrochemical	data,	

which	 indicate	 that	 electron	 transfer	 from	 the	 BOD	 to	 the	 polyoxomolybdate	 core	 is	 more	

thermodynamically	 favourable	 (ΔGCS	 =	 –0.86	eV).	 The	 second	 transient	 did	not	 significantly	 decay	during	

the	10	ns	window	of	the	ultrafast	laser	system	and	so	a	nanosecond	flash	photolysis	system	was	employed	

to	monitor	the	charge-recombination	process,	and	the	results	are	shown	in	Figure	3	(c).	The	lifetime	of	the	

charge-separated	state	was	τ2	=	16	ns.	
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Figure	 3.	 Transient	 absorption	 spectra	 of	KW
Sn[BOD]	and	K

Mo
Sn[BOD]	 in	MeCN:	 (a)	 difference	 spectra	 for	

KW
Sn[BOD]	at	selected	time	delays	after	excitation	at	540	nm;	(b)	difference	spectra	at	selected	time	delays	

after	 excitation	 at	 540	 nm	 for	 KMo
Sn[BOD]	 at	 early	 times;	 (c)	 transient	 absorption	 difference	 spectra	 at	

selected	 time	 delays	 after	 excitation	 at	 532	 nm	 for	 KMo
Sn[BOD]	 at	 longer	 times;	 (d)	 decay	 associated	

difference	 spectra	 (DAS)	 for	 KMo
Sn[BOD].	 τ1	 corresponds	 to	 the	 bodipy-centred	 excited	 state	 (2.2	 ns),	 τ2	

corresponds	to	the	charge-separated	state	(16	ns).	

	

The	 results	are	consistent	with	our	previous	study	of	an	organosilyl	POM-bodipy	derivative	KW
Si[BOD].	 In	

the	 latter	 compound,	electron	 transfer	 from	the	bodipy	S1	 to	 the	POM	was	very	efficient	 (τCS	=	38	ps)	 in	

MeCN.23	The	organotin	derivatives	display	higher	negative	charge	compared	to	the	organosilyl	derivatives,	

and,	 consequently,	 electron	 transfer	 is	 less	 favourable	 for	 the	 KW
Sn[BOD].	 The	 charge	 separation	 for	

KMo
Sn[BOD]	is	more	favourable	than	KW

Sn[BOD],	but	the	driving	force	is	less	than	that	of	K
W
Si[BOD]	(ΔGCS	=	–

1.02	 eV	 in	 MeCN).	 Therefore,	 the	 significantly	 slower	 rate	 of	 photoinduced	 electron	 transfer	 within	

KMo
Sn[BOD]	compared	to	KW

Si[BOD]	is	attributed	to	a	lower	driving	force	and,	potentially,	weaker	electronic	

coupling	through	the	linker.	
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Transient	absorption	spectroscopy	in	organic	solvent	on	addition	of	[H+]	

Knowing	 that	 the	 addition	 of	 H+	 enhances	 the	 electron	 reservoir	 properties	 of	 POM-based	 hybrids,	

positively	shifting	the	first	reduction	potential	by	ca.	700	mV	for	KW
Sn[BOD]	and	ca.	1	V	for	K

Mo
Sn[BOD],	the	

effect	on	the	photophysics	of	the	addition	of	TFA	to	both	hybrids	was	evaluated	and	the	lifetimes	are	given	

in	Tables	3	and	4.34	As	expected,	the	spectral	shape	and	lifetime	(τ	=	5.1	ns)	of	BOD-TMS	 in	the	presence	

and	 in	 the	 absence	 of	 TFA	 (Fig.	 S8	 and	 S9	 respectively)	 were	 identical.	 In	 contrast,	 the	 photophysical	

behaviour	of	KW
Sn[BOD]	substantially	changed	in	the	presence	of	TFA	(Fig.	S10	and	S11).	The	addition	of	30	

equivalents	of	TFA	switched	on	the	electron	transfer	process.	The	decay	of	the	excited	state	over	τ1	=	2.3	ns	

was	accompanied	by	the	growth	of	a	sharp	absorption	at	405	nm	and	a	broad	absorption	extending	past	

700	nm,	consistent	with	the	formation	of	oxidised	bodipy	and	reduced	POM	as	mentioned	earlier.	This	is	in	

agreement	with	the	positive	shift	of	the	reduction	potential	of	the	KW
Sn	core	by	ca.	+0.5	V	upon	the	addition	

of	 TFA	 and	 the	 increase	 of	 the	 driving	 force	 for	 electron	 transfer	 from	 the	 excited	 BOD	 unit	 to	 the	

polyoxotungstate	framework.	The	lifetime	for	charge	separation	for	KW
Sn[BOD]	in	the	presence	of	30	equiv.	

TFA	were	similar	in	magnitude	to	those	observed	for	KMo
Sn[BOD]	in	the	absence	of	TFA,	in	agreement	with	

the	similar	driving	force	(ΔGcs	=	–0.84	eV	for	K
W
Sn[BOD]	+	30	equiv.	TFA).	The	decay	of	the	charge-separated	

state	was	estimated	to	be	ca.	8	ns	(the	value	falls	close	to	the	limit	of	the	two	laser	systems,	which	lowers	

the	 precision	 of	 these	 measurements).	 Both	 the	 charge-separation	 and	 charge-recombination	 lifetimes	

were	 hardly	 affected	 by	 the	 addition	 of	 further	 equivalents	 of	 TFA	 (Table	 3).	 The	 ns	 TA	 revealed	 the	

presence	of	a	third	component,	which	grew	concurrently	with	the	depletion	of	the	charge-separated	state	

(Fig.	 S12).	 This	 component	 is	 assigned	 to	 the	 bodipy-centred	 triplet	 state,	 and	 the	 spectral	 profile	 is	

consistent	with	previous	reports	of	triplet-bodipy.35,36	We	also	observed	such	a	recombination	via	a	triplet	

state,	previously,	in	a	related	compound	which	had	a	similar	driving	force	for	charge	recombination	(ΔGcr	=	

–1.55	eV).14	The	partial	 formation	of	a	bodipy-centred	triplet	state	provides	a	second	relaxation	pathway	

from	the	charge-separated	state	and	makes	it	difficult	to	evaluate	the	charge	recombination	kinetics,	even	

though	the	amplitude	of	the	triplet-forming	component	is	relatively	small.	
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Figure	 4.	 Transient	 absorption	 spectra	 of	KW
Sn[BOD]	 in	MeCN	 on	 addition	 of	 30	 equivalents	 of	 TFA	 and	

excitation	at	540	nm;	 individual	 traces	at	 time	delays	pertinent	 to	 the	excited	singlet	 (black	–	74	ps)	and	

charge	separated	state	(red	–	9.3	ns).	

	

Table	3.	Transient	lifetimes	for	KW
Sn[BOD]	in	MeCN	with	additions	of	TFA.	τ1	corresponds	to	the	excited	state	and	was	

estimated	by	global	analysis	fitting	of	the	fs-resolution	transient	absorption	spectra,	τ2	corresponds	to	the	charge-

separated	state	and	was	estimated	by	global	fitting	of	the	ns-resolution	flash	photolysis	data.		

Equiv.	TFA τ1	(ns)	 τ2	(ns)	

0	 4.1	 -	
30	 2.3	 8	

60	 2.4	 9	
100	 2.4	 11	
200	 2.6	 30	

500	 2.7	 36	

	

Table	4.	Transient	lifetimes	for	KMo
Sn[BOD]	in	MeCN	with	additions	of	TFA.	τ1	corresponds	to	the	excited	state,	τ2-3	

correspond	to	the	charge-separated	states.	%	contributions	estimated	from	the	amplitude	of	the	bleach.	

Equiv.	
TFA	

τ1	(ps)	 τ2(ns)	 %	 τ3	(ns)	 %	 τ4	(µs)	 %	

0	 2200	 16	 		 	 		 		 		

30	 180	 32	 66	 890	 34	 		 		
60	 140	 31	 59	 920	 41	 		 		
100	 100	 32	 48	 980	 52	 		 		

200	 84	 32	 63	 1020	 28	 190	 9	
500	 91	 28	 38	 1300	 62	 		 		

	

We	repeated	the	experiment	with	KMo
Sn[BOD].	The	transient	spectra	of	K

Mo
Sn[BOD]	 in	 the	presence	of	30	

equivalents	 of	 TFA	 are	 presented	 in	 Figures	 S13	 and	 S14,	 the	 decay	 associated	 spectra	 are	 provided	 in	

Figure	 S15,	 and	 the	 impact	 of	 TFA	 concentration	 on	 the	 lifetime	 of	 formation	 and	 decay	 of	 the	 charge-

separated	state	is	shown	in	Table	4.	The	spectral	shape	did	not	change	with	the	addition	of	TFA.	However,	a	

remarkable	 acceleration	 of	 the	 rate	 of	 electron	 transfer	 from	 the	 excited	 BOD	 to	 the	polyoxomolybdate	

core	 was	 observed,	 which	 was	 consistent	 with	 the	 relative	 change	 in	 the	 emission	 yield.	 With	 just	 30	

equivalents	of	TFA,	the	lifetime	associated	with	charge-separation	was	10	times	shorter	(τ1	=	184	ps)	with	

respect	 to	KMo
Sn[BOD]	 in	 the	absence	of	acid.	An	effect	was	also	observed	on	 the	charge	 recombination.	

The	global	fit	of	the	ns	TA	requires	two	decay	components	(τ2	=	32	ns,	66%	and	τ3	=	885	ns,	34%)	indicating	

slower	 charge	 recombination	 processes	 than	 in	 the	 absence	 of	 TFA.	 Upon	 the	 addition	 of	 further	

equivalents	 of	 TFA,	 charge-separation	 continues	 to	 accelerate.	 The	 30	 ns	 component	 was	 consistently	

observed	to	be	 independent	of	the	acid	concentration.	The	 longer	 lifetime	 increased	systematically	up	to	
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1300	ns	 for	500	equivalents	of	TFA.	There	was	no	difference	 in	 the	spectral	 shape	of	 the	 two	 transients,	

with	 lifetimes	 τ2	 and	 τ3,	 for	 K
Mo

Sn[BOD],	 suggesting	 that	 there	 are	 two	 species	 with	 the	 oxidised	

chromophore,	BOD+,	which	recombine	at	different	rates.	The	relative	amplitudes	are	sensitive	to	[H+],	the	

weight	of	the	slower	component	rising	from	34%	to	62%	on	increasing	the	equivalents	of	TFA	from	30	to	

500.		

	

Discussion	

	

We	and	others	have	previously	shown	that	the	redox	potentials	of	POMs	are	very	sensitive	to	the	presence	

of	 acids.10,	 12,	 27,	 29,	 30	 In	 particular,	 the	 behaviour	 of	 a	 series	 of	 polyoxotungstate	 and	 polyoxomolybdate	

Keggin	 anions	 (e.g.	 Xn+M12O40
(10–n)–)	 in	 acidified	 acetonitrile	 solutions	 has	 previously	 been	 thoroughly	

studied.10,	12,	30,	37	The	authors	concluded	that	i)	POMs	become	more	basic	as	they	are	sequentially	reduced;	

ii)	 the	 reduced	 polyoxomolybdates	 have	 a	 considerably	 higher	 basicity	 than	 the	 corresponding	

polyoxotungstates	 because	 of	 the	 smaller	 ionic	 radius.	 For	 instance,	 in	 acetonitrile,	 the	 pKa	 of	 the	 one-

electron	reduced	forms	of	 [GeW12O40]
4–	and	[GeMo12O40]

4–	 (displaying	the	same	charge	as	KW
Sn[BOD]	and	

KMo
Sn[BOD])	were	estimated	to	be	14.2	and	21.1	respectively.10	

	

Upon	 the	 addition	 of	 TFA	 to	 solutions	 of	 KW
Sn[BOD],	 the	 lifetime	 of	 the	 bodipy-centred	 excited	 state	

decreases	 and	a	 second	 component	 grows	 in	with	 a	 spectral	 shape	 consistent	with	oxidised	bodipy.	 The	

relative	lifetimes	of	the	excited	state	are	consistent	with	the	partial	quenching	of	the	bodipy	fluorescence	

under	the	same	conditions.	At	500	equivalents	of	TFA	the	fluorescence	is	quenched	by	40%,	which	matches	

the	relative	amplitude	of	the	component	corresponding	to	the	charge-separated	state	(estimated	from	the	

bleach)	recorded	with	ultrafast	transient	absorption	spectroscopy.	Increasing	the	molar	equivalents	of	TFA	

from	30	to	500	has	a	modest	effect	on	the	charge	separation.	The	evaluation	of	the	lifetime	of	the	charge	

separated	 state	was	 complicated	 for	 this	 system	 owing	 to	 the	 formation	 of	 a	 long-lived	 third	 transient,	

likely	 a	 bodipy-centred	 triplet	 excited	 state.	We	 previously	 observed	 the	 presence	 of	 the	 triplet	 excited	

state	in	a	related	system,	KW
Sn[BOD],	and	we	attribute	its	formation	to	the	heavy	atom	effect	of	W.14	

	

The	behaviour	of	KMo
Sn[BOD]	on	the	addition	of	TFA	was	quite	different	from	KW

Sn[BOD],	and	the	addition	

of	acid	substantially	increased	the	rate	of	charge	separation.	This	suggests	that,	although	charge	separation	

occurs	 in	 the	 absence	 of	 TFA,	 the	 driving	 force	 (ΔGcs	 =	 ca.	 –0.86	 eV)	 is	 not	 enough	 to	 permit	 efficient	

electron	 transfer.	 The	 slow	electron	 transfer	 (τ	 =	 2.2	 ns)	 compared	 to	 the	previous	organosilyl	 system	 is	

attributed	to	a	weaker	driving	force	and	also	possibly	to	the	weak	electronic	coupling	via	the	anchoring	tin	

atom.	In	the	presence	of	TFA	the	driving	force	is	doubled	and	the	increase	in	rate	of	charge-separation	is	

consistent	with	the	increased	quenching	of	the	bodipy	fluorescence.	The	effect	of	H+	on	the	lifetime	of	the	
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excited	 state	 indicates	 that	 protonation	 of	 the	 POM	makes	 charge-separation	 thermodynamically	 more	

favourable	 and	 the	 addition	 of	 H+	 is	 not	 expected	 to	 alter	 the	 reorganisation	 energy	 significantly.	 The	

driving	force	for	electron	transfer	from	the	photoexcited	dye	to	the	POM	is	estimated	to	rise	from	ΔGCS	=	–

1.54	 eV	 to	 –1.74	 eV	 for	 30	 to	 500	 equivalents	 of	 TFA,	 which	 should	 be	 in	 the	Marcus	 inverted	 region.	

However,	the	inverted	region	for	processes	involving	nuclear	motion,	such	as	H+	transfer,	is	rarely	observed	

experimentally	because	of	the	involvement	of	excited	vibronic	states,	so	these	results	are	consistent	with	

PCET.38-40	The	rate	of	charge	recombination	for	KMo
Sn[BOD]	was	also	affected	by	the	amount	of	added	TFA.	

The	 lifetimes	 of	 the	 charge-separated	 state	 doubled	 from	 τ2 =	 16	 ns	 to	 32	 ns	 on	 the	 addition	 of	 30	

equivalents	of	 TFA	and	a	 longer-lived	 component	appeared	which	 increased	 from	τ3 =	885	ns	 to	1300	ns	

when	the	TFA	amount	was	increased	from	30	equivalents	to	500	equivalents.	The	increase	in	lifetime	could	

be	due	to	a	stabilisation	of	the	charge	separated	state	by	the	further	 increase	of	TFA	and	a	 lower	driving	

force	for	charge	recombination	(ΔGCR	=	ca.	–0.51	to	–0.74	eV),	which	falls	in	the	Marcus	normal	region	for	

electron	transfer.	 In	this	system	we	observed	no	additional	signal	arising	from	the	triplet	excited	state	as	

we	 did	 with	 KW
Sn[BOD].	 The	 modest	 driving	 force	 for	 the	 charge	 recombination	 appears	 to	 explain	 the	

longer	lifetime	of	the	charge-separated	state.	The	origin	of	the	very	long-lived	charge	separated	state	(τ3) 	

could	arise	from	different	protonation	states	of	the	reduced	POM,	since	the	reduced	POMs	are	known	to	

be	more	basic	 than	the	oxidised	forms.11	Alternatively,	one	cannot	rule	out	bimolecular	processes	as	 it	 is	

well	known	that	in	the	presence	of	acid	mono-reduced	POMs	disproportionate,41	leading	to	the	formation	

of	BOD+-POM	and	BOD-POM(+1e-)/H+	according	to	the	following	equation.	

	

2	BOD+-POM(+1e-)/H+	→BOD+-POM	+	BOD+-POM(+2e-)/2H+	→	BOD+-POM	+	BOD-POM(+1e-)/1H+	+1H+	

	

Subsequent	recombination	would	be	limited	by	the	diffusion	of	the	species	in	solution.	From	an	application	

perspective,	 the	 remarkable	 increase	 in	 the	 lifetime	 of	 the	 charge	 separated	 state	 in	KMo
Sn[BOD]	 largely	

compensate	the	diminution	of	its	reducing	power.	
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Figure	5.	Energy	level	diagram	of	the	POM-bodipy	hybrids	KW
Sn[BOD]	and	K

Mo
Sn[BOD]	showing	the	effect	of	

in	the	presence	of	TFA	in	MeCN.	

	

We	 have	 shown	 that	 photoinduced	 electron	 transfer	 in	 KW
Sn[BOD]	 and	 K

Mo
Sn[BOD]	 can	 be	 triggered	 or	

greatly	accelerated	in	the	presence	of	TFA.	To	establish	the	mechanism,	we	need	to	account	for	the	effect	

of	the	proton	on	the	relaxation	dynamics	of	the	excited	states.	This	 is	not	possible	to	achieve	from	solely	

the	electrochemical	potentials,	which	are	derived	at	 thermodynamic	equilibrium,	 together	with	 the	non-

equilibrium,	 excited	 state,	 relaxation	 dynamics.	 For	 example,	 while	 the	 gradual	 addition	 of	 TFA	

continuously	shifts	the	bielectronic	reduction	waves	of	KW
Sn[BOD],	increasing	the	molar	equivalents	of	TFA	

from	30	to	500	has	a	modest	effect	on	the	rate	of	charge	separation.	As	mentioned	previously,	it	has	been	

reported	 that	 reduced	 forms	 of	 polyoxotungstate	 and	 polyoxomolybdate	 Keggin	 anions	 are	 easier	 to	

protonate	 than	 the	oxidised	 forms.	 Increasing	amounts	of	TFA	change	 the	 31P	NMR	chemical	 shift	of	 the	

POM	 (Figure	 S16),	 showing	 that	 there	 is	 some	 interaction	between	H+	 and	 the	 oxidized	 forms	of	 the	

hybrids.	The	effect	is	stronger	with	polyoxomolybdate	than	with	polyoxotungstate,	in	agreement	with	

the	 stronger	 basicity	 of	 polyoxomolybdate.	 However,	 in	 both	 cases	 the	 interaction	 is	 weak	 and	 full	

protonation	is	unlikely	in	the	presence	of	30	equiv.	TFA	because	further	addition	of	acid	leads	to	a	further	

gradual	shift	in	both	redox	potential	and	fluorescence	quenching.	The	weak	basicity	of	the	oxidized	forms	

of	 POMs	 adds	 complexity	 to	 the	 analysis	 of	 the	 PCET	 in	 this	 system.	 Based	 on	 the	 short	 lifetime	 of	 the	

bodipy	excited	 state	 in	KMo
Sn[BOD]	 (τ	=	180	ps	 to	90	ps),	 it	 is	more	 likely	 that	 sequential	proton	 transfer	

followed	 by	 electron	 transfer	 takes	 place	 rather	 than	 concerted	 PCET.	 For	 charge	 recombination,	 it	 is	

unlikely	that	the	proton	transfer	would	occur	first	owing	to	the	strong	basicity	of	the	one-electron	reduced	

POM,	 so	 charge	 recombination	most	 likely	 occurs	 following	 a	 sequential	 electron	 transfer	 followed	 by	 a	

proton	transfer	or	a	concerted	mechanism,	and	this	process	may	be	bimolecular.	Theoretical	investigations,	
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considering	 the	 energy	 of	 the	 different	 states	 according	 to	 the	 POM-proton	 distance	 should	 provide	

important	insights	into	the	concerted	vs	sequential	nature	of	the	PCET	in	these	model	systems.	

	

Conclusions	

We	 have	 shown	 that	 for	 KMo
Sn[BOD]	 photoinduced	 electron	 transfer	 occurs	 in	 the	 absence	 of	 a	 proton	

source,	while	for	KW
Sn[BOD]	the	driving	force	of	the	electron	transfer	is	not	sufficient	without	an	acid.	After	

the	addition	of	TFA	both	POM	redox	potentials	were	shifted	to	more	positive	values	(as	classically	reported	

with	POMs),	making	electron	 transfer	 from	bodipy	 to	polyoxotungstate	more	 favourable.	 For	KW
Sn[BOD],	

electron	transfer	is	partially	switched	on	when	TFA	molecules	are	present.	Yet	in	this	compound,	the	driving	

force	of	 the	 charge	 separation,	even	 in	 the	presence	of	 TFA	 is	not	 sufficient	 to	promote	efficient	 charge	

separation	 to	 the	 POM.	 Furthermore	 in	 this	 compound,	 charge	 recombination	 is	 more	 rapid	 than	 the	

molybdate	system,	with	a	noticeable	portion	of	bodipy	triplet	being	generated.	The	effect	of	TFA	addition	

was	more	marked	 for	KMo
Sn[BOD]:	 the	 photoinduced	 charge	 separation	 becomes	 increasingly	 fast	 while	

charge	recombination	becomes	slower,	 reaching	a	plateau	at	500	eq.	of	 trifluoroacetic	acid	added,	91	ps	

and	1.3	µs	 respectively.	 It	 is	worth	mentioning	 that	such	a	 long-lived	charge-separated	 (CS)	 state,	makes	

KMo
Sn[BOD]	appropriate	for	applications	in	photoelectrochemical	devices,	albeit	with	some	loss	in	reduction	

potential.	 While	 the	 proton	 dependence	 of	 POMs	 redox	 properties	 is	 well	 established,	 this	 work	

demonstrates	 for	 the	 first	 time	 that	 this	 dependence	 can	 be	 used	 to	 finely	 tune	 the	kinetics	 of	electron	

transfer	reactions	of	electronically	excited	molecules.		
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